STANDARDIZED DRESS: GIRLS

NOTE: Please ALWAYS write the student’s name in clothing items. In the middle school, there are no required pieces for standardized dress except for the physical education uniform. However, students must come to school each day, unless specified as an out of dress day, in a combination of the optional pieces listed below. All items, except for plaid, are required to be embroidered with the requisite “B.”

PANTS:
- Regulation navy or khaki pants with requisite “B”

SHORTS:
- Regulation navy or khaki shorts with requisite “B”
  - Shorts should be worn no shorter than three (3) inches above the kneecap.

PLAID/NAVY BOX PLEAT SKIRT:
- If altered, length must be no more than three (3) inches above the top of the kneecap.

PLAID/NAVY SIDE PLEAT SKORT:
- If altered, length must be no more than three (3) inches above the top of the kneecap.

NAVY KNIT SKORT:
- If altered, length must be no more than three (3) inches above the top of the kneecap.

DRESS:
- Navy knit dress (long or short-sleeved)
  - If altered, length must be no more than three (3) inches above the top of the kneecap.

SHIRTS:
- White, navy, cobalt blue, grey, light blue, or pink short/long-sleeved knit shirt with Brookstone logo
- White, light blue, or pink oxford cloth shirt
- Plain white long-sleeved turtleneck
- White three-quarter sleeved tailored Oxford cloth shirt

UNDERGARMENTS:
- Must not be visible through the uniform (white or nude colored only)

TIGHTS, SOCKS, & LEGGINGS
NOTE: black or navy sliding shorts are recommended to wear under skirts
- Tights in white, navy, or black only; solid, not textured
- White, navy, or black socks with no marking; plain only
- Knee socks in white, navy, or black only
- Leggings in white, navy, or black only
  - It is required that students wear one of the above options: white, navy, or black tights, socks, or leggings
  - Socks, leggings, or tights are not required with flat-style shoes
  - No trouser socks
  - Leggings may be worn with the box pleat skirt, side pleat skort, navy knit skort, jumper, or knit dress

BELT:
- Black or brown braided or plain leather belt
  - A belt is required with pants/shorts with belt loops.

SHOES:
- Shoes should be safe and comfortable for school, outside play, and P.E.
  - Shoes (with the exception of tennis shoes) must be predominantly white, dark blue, brown, gray, or black.
  - Any color combination is acceptable for tennis shoes. There are no requirements on color for tennis shoes.
  - Boots of any kind (including rain-boots) must be solid brown, dark blue, grey, or black. Boots may not have any type of markings or designs.
  - Rubber soled shoes are required for P.E. (a spare pair of tennis shoes may be left in the classroom and students may change into these tennis shoes for PE class.)
  - Shoes must cover feet completely.

(continued)
- No sandals, clogs, shoes with wheels, heels, or wedges are permitted.

OUTERWEAR:
NOTE: Only regulation Brookstone outerwear is permitted. Regulation Brookstone outerwear is available in the Cougar Shoppe and through Lands’ End. The Cougar Shoppe has some additional regulation Brookstone outerwear available that is not available through Land’s End. No other outerwear (including rain jackets) will be allowed.

• Regulation Brookstone fleece (either vest, full-zip, or half-zip)
• Regulation Brookstone sweater or sweater vest (either crew neck, v-neck, or zip front)
• Regulation Brookstone fleece pea coat cardigan
• Regulation Brookstone rain jacket

PHYSICAL EDUCATION UNIFORM:
• Regulation t-shirt and shorts purchased from Lands’ End are required.

JEWELRY
• Jewelry should be conservative, subtle, unobtrusive, and in keeping with the uniform.